An expression for the total energy £r of radiation associated with the classical annihilation of two uniformly moving massless charge distributions which are identical except for sign is obtained. The energy is found to be generated by the processes of bremsstrahlung, pair interaction, and static field cancellation whose contributions give the result £r = 2 y ß 2 £0 where £0 is the charge distribution self-energy. Application of the results to several sample charge distributions supports the conjecture that infinite acceleration of charge does not necessitate infinite radiated energy. A criterion for the finiteness of total emission is established with respect to the self-energies of the charge distributions. For the case of non-zero mass distributions, a formula for the total energy of annihilation is developed, suggesting an annihilation event to be interpretable in terms of the separate annihilation of electromagnetic and inertial mass.
I. Introduction
In this analysis, we wish to examine the problem of the classical annihilation of two massless charge distributions which are identical except for sign. The distributions, each of total charge e, are confined to the planes z=±vt (£< 0), where v is velocity and t is time. We denote by £r the total radiation energy released upon annihilation, that is, upon cancellation of charge at collision.
Expressions for both the frequency distribution £r(oj) and total energy £r of annihilation radiation are formulated. Application of the expressions obtained to point, ring, and disk-like charge distributions indicates that infinite acceleration of charge does not necessitate infinite radiated energy, but rather, that the total radiation is more directly related to the self-energies of the charge distributions. This observation allows the establishment of a criterion to ascertain the finiteness of total annihilation energy £j> .
One might expect radiation in the annihilation of massless charges simply from the casual cancellation of the static fields 1 . In the course of the analysis, the energy £]{ S associated with this cancellation is found to be one of three effects contributing to the total annihilation energy. The remaining energies, denoted as £r* and £k P> , arise respectively from the mutual interaction of the charge distributions prior to annihilation, and the bremsstrahlung radiation In an attempt to obtain an expression for the total energy of annihilation £ for charge distributions with non-zero mass, the purely electromagnetic energy £r associated with the charge annihilation is supplemented by an additional mass annihilation energy £jj . By assuming the observable mass m0 of each distribution to be the sum of its electromagnetic mass me, and inertial mass m\, an expression for the total energy of annihilation £ is developed. This construction gives results consistent with the relativistically correct annihilation energy £ =-2 y m0 c" .
II. Analysis

General Formulation
Let two arbitrary planar charge distributions, identical except for sign, approach the origin from and a total charge q of
(1)
The radiation associated with the annihilation of these massless distributions at (z, t) --0 may be obtained from the relation 2
which gives the energy £r radiated per frequency interval doj per solid angle d-Q in the direction n due to the current j. Noting the relations 
The frequency spectrum £r(w) due to the t = 0 annihilation is for a given f (Q,cp) obtained by an integration of (4) over 4 TI solid angle. The total radiated energy £r , however, requires two integrations, as follows.
First, we integrate over co, keeping 0 and cp fixed, by introducing the change of variable oj = xc/sin0.
The integration over 6 may then be carried out with the result
Ode enabling (4) to be written
We now rearrange (5) in such a manner as to allow the explicit integration over cp.
By expressing the exponential in terms of its real and imaginary parts, the absolute value signs in (5j may be removed to yield
Recalling the identities 3
where the prime weights the n = 0 term with a factor 1/2, (6) becomes
The Q integration in (8) is recognized to be the n th Finally, employing (9), the annihilation energy £r order Hankel transform of the charge distribution, is found to be which we denote as fn (x,<p) . Thus, 
In the case of a planar charge distribution which enjoys azimuthal symmetry, this assumes the much simpler form
where f(x) is the zero-order Hankel transform of Returning to (7), it is evident that upon integration the radial charge distribution. over <p, all squared terms contribute I (2 TZ) , whereas all cross terms vanish. Consequently, oo £n(x)=2 *yß*2'{A«* + B*)
In order to write (11) in a more concise form, we introduce the finite Fourier transform f(n) given by 2 . 7
hn) = Y^\f{<P) e in( ? dcp, = 2e*yß*2'\An + iBn\*. There results oo
Three applications of (11) have been considered. These include: a) Two point charges, b) Two charged rings of radius r0, and c) Two charged disks of radius r0. Results for these examples are tabulated in Table 1 .
In obtaining (11), each charge distribution was forced to experience an infinite acceleration at (z, l) = 0 in its instantaneous transition from a uniform velocity v to rest. Such a singular acceleration is not sufficient, however, to generate an infinity of radiated energy. This is apparent from both the charged disk example contained in Table 1 and an investigation of the classical expression
where the radiated energy £r is given in terms of the radiated power Pr, which is proportional to the square of the acceleration a, and the time At during which the acceleration occurs. Since a-»-oo and At-* 0, (12) is indeterminant. As it turns out, the integral in (11) over the square of the transformed charge distribution is found to be proportional to the self-energy of the charge distribution £q . This correspondence allows an unambiguous criterion for finite radiated energy. To illustrate this correspondence between self and radiated energies, we now calculate the electrostatic self-energy associated with a general planar charge distribution.
Self-Energy
In the rest frame of the moving distribution, the self -energy £0 is given in terms of the charge density Q{X) and potential <Z>{x) in the form
£0 = hf<p(x)e(x)
dx.
In general, the static potential <£>(x) is given by
where, in the present problem
= (e/2jt)f(Q,cp)d(z).
Returning these expressions to (13) and making use of the representation 4 oo i +o° r ; 7T= 2 \Jm{xQ)Jm{*Q) 
Annihilation Energy
Equation (16) represents the electrostatic selfenergy available to each of the planar charge distributions in an annihilation collision. A comparison with (11) indicates £R = 2 yß 2 £0. (17) That is, the total energy lost to radiation by each charge distribution is directly proportional to its self-energy. As noted above, this result provides an unambiguous criterion by which to establish the finiteness of the total emission: all annihilating distributions whose self-energies are finite will give rise to a finite radiation energy.
We will now show that the annihilation radiation £r as given by (17) may be attributed to three distinct processes. First, each distribution, as a result of its instantaneous deceleration at (z,t) = 0, gives rise to bremsstrahlung radiation energy £r b . This contribution, due to the deceleration of a single distribution, is easily calculated and given by (2) This inequality is also evident from (4) whose two squared terms, which do represent the separate bremsstrahlung contributions 2 £r 1; , are supplemented by a cross term or "interference " term. This interference term contains both the static and interaction energies. These various contributions are depicted schematically in the space-time diagram
The only difference between this expression and that of Eq. (4) is the 0 integration, which in this case is sin 2 0 d0
In stopping, then, each charge radiates what might be termed its "electromagnetic kinetic energy". Second, an interaction energy £r' between the charges also appears upon annihilation. This energy is equal to the total work done by the two charges and found to be (see Appendix).
Adding these two energies, we obtain 2 £r b + £r x = 2 £0{y ß 2 -1) =£r or equivalently,
2 £,, shown in Figure 2 . The ordering of events suggests a process in which the particles first release bremsstrahlung energy in stopping and then static and interaction energies in annihilation 0 .
Annihilation Including Mass
In the case that the distributions contain mass as well as charge, the energy liberated in the annihilation event mav be considered to arise from two sources. First, "charge" annihilation which contributes the purely electromagnetic energy £r . This radiation may be attributed to the annihilation of "electromagnetic mass" me, a quantity we take to represent the inertial property of the fields. The energy liberated may then be written in the form £r = 2 }' ß 2 £ 0 = 2 y me c 2 .
(20)
Second, the "mass" annihilation, whose energy £j[ must be added to (20) . For charge distributions of inertial mass this energy is simply £ m = 2 y ni [C 2 .
By now assuming 6 that the observable rest mass m0 of an annihilating charge distribution is the sum of both the electromagnetic mass me and inertial mass m\,
we find for the total energy £ of annihilation £ = 2 y me c 2 + 2 y rri[ c 2 = 2 y m0 c 2 .
Thus, the total annihilation event may be thought of as the sum annihilations in both electromagnetic and inertial mass. This latter equation represents the correct relativistic form for the total annihilation energy.
The Interaction Energy
The interaction energy £R r is equal to the work done by the two charge distributions depicted in Fig. 1 in moving uniformly from z = ± oo to the origin. We will subsequently denote by A the distribution confined to z < 0, and by B that in the space .z>0. By symmetry, the work W performed by each distribution is the same, so that a calculation of W for A is sufficient. Clearly, £R T = 2 W.
According to Poynting's theorem, the work done by A against the fields of B is given by o -fdtfEj dx
where
is the current associated with A(t<_ 0), and E the electric field generated by B. For the purpose of the present calculation, we assume the charge distributions to be azimuthally symmetric, i.e., f (Q,<p)-^ f(o) . It is not difficult to show, however, that the results expressed by (18) are also valid for arbitrary f (o,<p) . The field Ez due to B is most easily determined by summing contributions from charged rings. For a ring of charge -Ae and radius Q' which is located at the origin with its center on the z-axis and lying in the xy-plane, the potential for z<0 is given 
